Abraham Lincoln said, “He who plants a tree, plants a hope.” If looking after trees and providing hope suits your nature, then forestry might be the right fit for you.

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) foresters monitor forest ecosystems, investigate threats to ecosystem health, and propose strategies for forest restoration after events such as wildfires. They evaluate proposed timber sales and manage forest structure, density, and composition.

BLM foresters work with all types of trees, from aspen groves to old-growth redwoods. Whether it’s exploring the forest floor or hanging from the canopy to gather data, foresters get to work in some of the most beautiful, remote places public lands have to offer. They provide important information to land managers for both conservation and timbering activities.

Interested? Please visit www.opm.gov/qualifications
Forester Make a Career of It!

blm.gov/careers